The object of the Methodology of Experimental Research (M. E. R.) [1] [2] [3] is to search an optimal strategy which will allow to obtain the largest number of good quality information (i.e. precise and unbiased) concerning a studied phenomenon, while carrying a limited number of experiments.
Introduction
The object of the Methodology of Experimental Research (M. E. R.) [1] [2] [3] is to search an optimal strategy which will allow to obtain the largest number of good quality information (i.e. precise and unbiased) concerning a studied phenomenon, while carrying a limited number of experiments.
For each problem formulated, the first question which must be studied is the choice of the factors. We must remind that the factors are the parameters that we can control. We must choose the variation limit of these factors, which determines the experimental domain. These variations may have very different orders of magnitude, so that, to be able to compare the factor effects, it is necessary to work with the coded levels of variation for each factor. Each experiment represents a particular point of the experimental domain, and provides a measurement with one or several responses of the phenomenon in this point. We are led to build a matrix each line of which will correspond to an experiment, and each column of which will represent a factor. It is the experimental design. If we try to forecast the studied phenomenon in all the experimental domain, we then choose a mathematic model which is supposed to represent properly this phenomenon in all the points of this domain. Var(B) = (X'X) -1 . σ 2 σ 2 does not depend on the model, the environment imposes it. In order to reduce the variance of the model coefficients, and since we cannot influence the value of σ 2 , it is necessary to act on the matrix (X'X) -1 . So X is very important for the experimental design.
The experimental results, Y, are only used for the calculation of the estimations of the model coefficients. We can see that they don't play a role in the search for information presence or information quality, i.e. in the strategy. It is the choice of the matrix X which will influence the quality of the strategy. But a great number of experimental designs can be chosen [3] , and some of them are only known by specialists, so it is important to create a software to help for decision. This software will automate the choice of the strategy through the matrix of experiments.
Why using neural networks rather than a deterministic software?
If it is not ambiguous, a deterministic solution is more appropriate than a connectionist solution. But, if we want to introduce a flexibility possibility a neural network is necessary.
For example, if, for a quantitative problem of six factors, a user wants to find a design that has four different levels for the fifth factor, a connectionist software presents some designs that have four levels for the fifth factor. But it also can propose a design which economizes on the experiments' number and is as efficient, but which has only three levels for the fifth factor.
Then it is possible for the user to maintain the first choice, (four levels for the fifth factor), or to prefer the more performant design i.e. less expensive and quicker (three levels for the fifth factor).
The neural network presents the advantage of being able to select a design, close to the wanted choice, more adapted in certain aspects. On the contrary, a determinist software can only present matrices that satisfy the first choices.
We have chosen for this study, the multilayer networks with learning by error gradient backpropagation (G.B.P.) [4, 5] .
The structure of a multilayer network is given by figure 1. The networks is made by neurons organised in layers.
A neuron receives inputs . After sommation, these input values t j are modified by the transfer function which is often a sigmoid function (see Tab. VII.1). It produces an output value T j of the neuron, -a < T j < +a. Between the input and output layers is located at least one hidden layer. In our example, the network is completely connected by layers: each neuron of a layer is connected with all the neurons of the following layer. When we impose to the network an input vector, i.e. when we give a value to each neuron of the input layer, we can calculate the output vector by the equations, Choice of the network structure
Choice of the input values number of the network
The input values of a network are representative of the characteristics of the problem. Their number is the minimum number of necessary characteristics to describe the patterns of the learning set, which are the examples to memorize. A neural network distinguishes the importance of an input, in comparison with another, only by its value. Thus, to teach the network that two pattern groups are separate, it is necessary to differentiate one of the inputs by attributing to it a sizable weight, or by using two different networks, each of which having an input number lower than the big network, and a smaller learning set.
For instance, if, for a study, it is necessary to study six factors, the chosen design will be with six factors. If, in a same big network, all the expected designs for the studies of two to six factors are processed, it is an input neuron which will take care of the "factors number" information. It is to be feared that, in the case of a six factors design, where
Original articles all the inputs are not exactly satisfied, the network presents a five factors design, better responding to the other input constraints. Because a network cannot distinguish the inputs with imperative choice from the inputs with hoped choice. Of course, it is always possible to increase significantly the inputs value with imperative choice. But, if there is too much disparity between the different input values, the corresponding matrices are "not properly configured", and they bring about an instability in the calculations: the input of a pattern a little different from the preceding leads to a weight matrix with a totally different weight. The learning is longer and then converges with difficulty because the dynamics of the system is less stable.
After having carried out a design of experiments to study the influence of the network structure on the response quality [6, 7] , it seems that it is better to use several small networks rather than only one big network. When the responses were some separate set, we used some separated networks. That is why we chose, for each factors number, a separate network. The learning sets are smaller, the learning times are shorter, and the training dynamics are more stable.
Choice of the number of patterns of the learning set
If a network can modulate its response between the various possibilities that it has learnt, it responds wrongly in extension, i.e. in extrapolation. It does suitable choices only concerning the information contained in the set of patterns that it has memorized. If an information is not contained, explicitly or implicitly, in the patterns which the network has learnt, it will not know it. And the choices that it will make concerning that, will be wrong or incomplete. So, the network cannot answer correctly a question that it has not learnt. This is obvious, and is a matter of mere good sense, but it is not always as easy to verify that the learning set covers effectively all the experimental domain and that it represents effectively all the information to memorize, contained explicitly or implicitly.
In our study, the problem is to extract all the characteristics of some of the different experimental designs used in the laboratory (L.M.R.E.), and to arrange things so that the questions asked for, i.e. the network inputs, reflect really all the possibilities of these designs, and cover all the possible choices of the user. Tables I and II present the selected solutions, for the example that we have chosen: experimental designs with six factors, for a polynomial second-degree model in the spherical domain.
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Choice of the number of network outputs
The number of networks outputs is determined by the number of designs that may be chosen.
Choice of the network structure parameters
Knowing the inputs number, the outputs number, and the learning set, a design of experiments has been used to optimize the network topology. The parameters have been chosen in order to avoid the chaotic learning dynamics [6, 8, 9] . This design has given us the number of hidden layers and the number of neurons per layer.
Application: Choice of experimental design with 6 factors, for a polynomial seconddegree model in the spherical domain
Choice of the outputs: Six factors design
We can choose among eleven different designs, but seven of them distinguish by their qualities for the classic criteria: criterion-A, criterion-M, inflation factors, criterion-G, Khuri index [3] .
We will allocate each output neuron one of these seven designs:
1. a standard Doelhert design, 2. a Doelhert design with levels number maximization, 3. a Doelhert design with levels number minimization, 4. a composite design with α ≠ 1, 5. a Box-Behnken design, 6. a hybrid design 628 A [10], 7. a simplex-sum design [11] .
Choice of the inputs: Designs characteristics
We are going to study for these designs the following characteristics:
1. Number of experiments. 2. Possibility to displace or to extend the experimental domain, i.e. the sequentially in the space. 3. Possibility to add a variable. 4. Number of levels of each factor. Table I recapitulates the properties of these designs.
Learning set
The numbers of learning set patterns are inscribed in the left column.
The seven outputs represent the seven designs:
1. Doelhert design, 2. Doelhert design with levels number maximization, 3. Doelhert design with levels number minimization, 4. composite design with α ≠ 1, 5. Box-Behnken design, 6. hybrid design 628 A, 7. simplex-sum design.
The learning set is done in the form of two parts, inputs and outputs (Tab. II).
The five inputs represent:

Input 1:
This input answers the question: "Are your experiments expensive or hard to achieve?" The patterns 1 to 5, corresponding to input 1, integrate the "save money wish":
• If the experiments are expensive, input 1 will take the value 1, and only the design number 6, the hybrid design 628 A, having only 28 experiments will be chosen.
• If the experiments are not expensive or are easily and quickly carried out, the input 1 will take the value 0 and all the possible designs will be selected.
• Between these two values, all the other possible designs have been selected according to their experiments number. In this way, for a value 0.25 of the input 1, only the simplex-sum design which requires 57 experiments has been excluded.
Input 2:
This input gives information on the sequentiality in the experimental domain.
• The patterns 6, 7 and 5 give information concerning the possibility of moving the experimental domain in the process of the study, without losing the benefit of the work already carried out. If it is to be hoped that the domain can be extended, value 1 for input 2, the three Doelhert designs allow easily this extension.
• In case it is preferable that all the factors have 3 or 5 levels and it is accepted to carry out some more experiments, it is possible, but less easy, to extend the domain with the composite designs or the Box-Behnken designs. This possibility will be numbered by input 2 = 0.5 (pattern number 7).
• The pattern number 5 is also representative of this input, if one does not expect to displace the experimental domain. All the inputs have the value equal to zero and all the outputs have a value equal to one, since all the designs are selected.
Input 3:
This input measures the possibility to add one variable during the work, without losing the benefit of the work already carried out.
• Only the Doelhert design allows the addition of a variable without great difficulty (pattern number 8).
• If it is to be hoped to add a variable while minimizing the levels, the Doelhert design with minimization of the levels also allows to add one variable, although it is less easy. This is numbered by an input 3 = 0.5 (pattern number 9).
• If it is to be hoped that all the six factors have five levels, and it is possible to carry out two additional experiments, although it is still less easy, it will be possible to choose a composite design α ≠ 1. This is numbered by input 4 = 0.2 (pattern number 10).
• The pattern number 5, input 4 = 0, represents the case where it is not expected to add a variable. In this case, all the designs are selected.
Input 4:
The input gives the possibility of maximizing the total number of factors levels.
• If the input 4 = 1 (pattern number 11), the Doelhert design with levels number maximization and the simplexsum design will be selected. Both of them have 42 levels for the factors.
• If the input 4 = 0.5 (pattern number 12), the Doelhert design will be added. It has 36 levels for the six factors.
• The pattern number 5 is also representative for this input.
If it is not to be hoped to maximize the number of factors levels, input 4 = 0, all the designs can be chosen.
Input 5:
This input gives the possibility of minimizing the total number of factors levels.
• If the input 5 = 1 (pattern number 13), the Doelhert design with level number minimization, the composite design α ≠ 1, the Box-Behnken design and the hybrid design 628 A will be selected.
It would have been possible to separate the Box-Behnken design, where the six factors have three levels (18 levels), from the Doelhert design with level number minimization, hybrid design 628 A, and composite design.
The Doelhert design has one factor with three levels, four factors with five levels and one factor with seven levels, corresponding to 30 levels, the hybrid design 628 A has 29 levels, (one factor with four levels, five factors with five levels), the composite design has thirty levels (six factors with five levels).
To separate these two designs groups, it is enough to add a pattern number 15 and to operate the following changes: • The pattern number 5 is also representative of this input.
If it is not to be hoped to minimize the number of factors levels, input 5 = 0, all the designs can be chosen.
It would have been possible, and more logic, in the matter of Design of Experiments (D.O.E.) to gather the inputs 4 and 5 in order to have one input. This input would have, for instance, the values 0 to 0.4 in order to minimize the number of factors, 0.45 to 0.55 in order not to modify the numbers of factors, 0.6 to 1 in order to maximize the number of factors. We have chosen to part this choice in two possibilities for two reasons. The optimization of the network shape by an experimental design [6] , is easier if each experimental design is described by an input vector; moreover this choice will be sharper if it is possible to quantize it from 0 to 1 for the maximization (or the minimization). Of course it is understood that the software do not allow to simultaneously answer input 4 > 0.5 and input 5 > 0.5 because these choices would be incompatible.
Building the network
The network will have five inputs and seven outputs, its learning set comprises fourteen patterns (cf. Tab. II).
We know the number of inputs and outputs of the network, as well as the number of the learning set patterns. The choice of the network parameters has been set after having carried out an experimental design [6] . It is a network 5-12-7, (cf. Fig. 1 ) completely connected by layers. The number of neurons of the hidden layer is chosen so as to make the network robust and to avoid that its learning dynamics be chaotic. So it must be able to accept the addition of some patterns without changing its behaviour, i.e. remaining robust and reliable after calculating the new bias and weight matrices.
All the tests carried out for this network 5-12-7 have been satisfactory: the mean square deviation between the various tests is 3 × 10 -3 and the recognition average error of the learning set is 0.5%.
Bias and weight matrices achieved:
Bias matrix b b is the first bias matrix. It corresponds to the ponderations of the connections between the input layer bias and the hidden layer. b is a column matrix with twelve lines, each element b(j) of which corresponding to the weight of the connection between the input layer bias and the neuron j of the hidden layer. 
Weight matrix w
w is the matrix of the weight of the connections between the input layer and the hidden layer.
w(i,j) represents the weight affecting the connection between the input layer neuron i and the hidden layer neuron j, i varying between 1 to 5, and j varying between 1 to 12.
Table IV represent the weight matrix w.
Bias matrix B
B is the second bias matrix. It corresponds to the ponderations of the connections between the hidden layer bias to the output layer neurons.
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B is a column matrix with seven lines, each element B(k) of which corresponding to the weight of the connection between the hidden layer bias and the neuron k of the output layer. 
Weight matrix W
W is the matrix of the weight of the connections between the hidden layer and the output layer.
W(i,j) represents the weight affecting the connection between the neuron j of the hidden layer and the neuron k of the output layer, j varying between 1 to 12, and k varying between 1 to 7. The network is ready to be used. It remains to include it in the software.
We give equations that permit to carry it out (Tab. VII, first part) as well as those that permit to generate the bias and weight matrices during the learning (Tab. VI, totally).
We can remark that a study with six factors is the kind of study with a great number of factors.
It could have been limited to the study of a smaller number of factors while keeping the possibility to add factors during the work by giving value 1 to the third input.
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Names of variables are those of figure 1.
Backpropagation, modification of bias and weights during learning:
Calculation of weight variation of output layer:
Calculation of dW jk = -α * ψ k * T j k = 1.. m
Calculation of weights variation of hidden layer:
Calculation of dw ij = -α * ϕ j * E i j = 1..p, db j = -α * ϕ j with ϕ j = f ´ (t j ) * Σ k=1..m (ψ k * W jk ).
The learning set is presented to the network; this, little by little modifies the weight matrix. The algorithm stops when the sum square of errors, SEr 2 , is less than a value chosen beforehand.
Conclusion
For the choice of the experimental designs, the multilayer networks appear to be an excellent alternative to the procedural algorithmic because they bring a flexibility that the conventional algorithms cannot produce and allow not to have to explain all the knowledge included in the learning set. Well conceived and well trained, the multilayer networks with learning by errors gradient backpropagation are reliable and robust tools that permit the automation of the experimental designs choice.
